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th th ecti Abra Linco

Civil War
Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
1 THE PRE-WAR YEARS

Development of Two Cultures– Understand the cultural background of the North and South.
Part 1 List the cultural differences between the North and South.

Development of Two 
Cultures–Part 2

Explain the economic differences between the North and the South prior 
to the Civil War.
Cite the differences of opinion on the role of government between the 
North and the South prior to the Civil War.

Life of a Slave Understand the lifestyle and problems of being a slave in nineteenth-
century America.

Project: The Art of Compromise Construct a compromise that will appease both abolitionists and pro-
slavery people.
Defend the reasons why you feel your plan will succeed.

Political Compromises Understand the major political compromises that were put into practice 
during the nineteenth century.
Know their impact on slavery and relations between the North and 
South.

Kansas-Nebraska Act Know the details of the Kansas-Nebraska Act.
Describe the lengths to which people went to make Kansas a Slave or 
Free state.

The Kansas Issue Know how the Kansas issue affected American politics in the 1850s.

Cite the reasons for so much violence in Kansas and Missouri.
Explain how the situation helped lead to the election of Abraham LincolnExplain how e situation helped lead to e el on of ham ln 
in 1860.

Abolition and John Brown Describe briefly the early Abolitionist movement in America.
Understand the role that John Brown played in helping to promote 
violence between the North and South in his efforts to put an end to 
slavery.

Causes of Secession Explain four basic reasons for the South seceding from the Union (U.S)

Storm over Sumter Describe the mood of Congress after secession.
Summarize the events that transpired before the first shots of the war 
were fired.
Recall details of the Battle of Fort Sumter.

Project: Comparing Wars Compare and contrast the reasons for the colonists to rebel against 
England with the South rebelling against the Union.

Review Compare and contrast the economic, cultural, and political 
characteristics of the North and South.
Describe the different compromises over the issue of slavery that were 
passed into law.
Know the four major causes for secession.
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
2 THE EARLY YEARS

Why Fight? Cite the reasons for Northerners to be willing to fight in the Civil War.
Express the reasons for Southerners to be willing to fight in the Civil 
War.

The Anaconda Plan Understand the strategy of the Anaconda Plan.
Explain how it was accepted by Scott's peers and the president.
Describe how the major aspects of the plan were actually put into 
practice.

First Battle of Bull Run Understand what took place in the First Battle of Bull Run.
Know the major players of the battle.
Cite the reasons for and outcome of the battle.

Project: Anti-War Editorial Express reasons for not going to war in 1861.

Battle of Shiloh Identify the reasons why the Battle of Shiloh took place.
Understand why this was a key Union victory.

The Summer of '62 Recall details of the Peninsular Campaign.
Describe details of the Second Battle of Bull Run.

The War in the West Describe Civil War events in the states of Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Texas, Arizona, and New Mexico.
Identify major players in Western Civil War events.
Know the outcome of the events and what they meant for Western 
states.

The Lost Orders Explain Robert E. Lee's plan for invading the North.
Know McClellan's reaction to the threat and the consequences of his 
i d i iindecision.
Recognize the effects Antietam had on the nation and the world.

Fredericksburg Understand the political climate in the North following a string of defeats.

Describe the Battle of Fredericksburg, and know why the Union lost.
Characterize the attitudes of Northern people following the battle.

Emancipation Proclamation Characterize the state of the Union before Civil War broke out.
Appraise Lincoln's view on slavery and the Union.
Identify major points of the Emancipation Proclamation.

Chancellorsville Cite the circumstances and results of the Battle of Chancellorsville.
Know the impact the battle had on both sides.
Recognize what the loss of Stonewall Jackson meant to the South.

Project: Emancipation Know the basic points to the Emancipation Proclamation.
Proclamation Discussion Recognize what views the North and South had on the Proclamation.
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
2 THE EARLY YEARS - cont.

Review Cite the reasons why each side was willing to fight.
Know details of the Anaconda Plan.
Recall brief details of the battles at Bull Run, Shiloh, Antietam, 
Fredericksburg, and Chancellorsville.
Review the war in the West including Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, 
Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.
Describe the problems President Lincoln had in finding the right 
commander for the Union army.
Recognize the problems Lincoln faced with Congress and the American 
people.

3 TURNING POINT
Leadership of Two Presidents Compare and contrast the lives of Abraham Lincoln and Jefferson Davis.

Gettysburg Recognize the events leading up to the Battle of Gettysburg.
Trace the development of the battle during the first and second days.

Pickett's Charge Recognize the importance of the Battle of Gettysburg on the 
international front and at home.
Recall the third day's events in the Battle of Gettysburg.

The Gettysburg Address Summarize the events leading up to the Gettysburg Address.

Project: Two Presidents Compare and contrast the views of Davis and Lincoln on the issue of 
secession.

Turmoil on the Home Front Recognize the political, economic, social, and educational turmoil that 
the North and South experienced during the Civil War.

Women Make a Difference Name the women and the roles they played for the North and South 
during the Civil War.

Effects of War Recognize the failure of two armies to adapt to change.
Understand the effects war had on the North and South.

African Americans in the Military Know a little history of the Black Brigade of Cincinnati.
Know the history of the 54th Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry.
Recognize the role Southern slaves played in defeating the 
Confederacy.

Project: Effects of War Analyze the changes in lifestyle brought on by war.
Express the emotional effects of war on the family.
Recognize the fears of a loved one going to war.

Grierson's Raid Explain the different plans Grant came up with to defeat Vicksburg.
Describe the events of Benjamin Grierson and his men as they rode 
through Mississippi and Louisiana.
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
3 TURNING POINT - cont.

Siege of Vicksburg Identify the initial strategies Grant used to defeat Vicksburg.
Describe the final plan Grant used to defeat Vicksburg.
Describe how the actual battle took place and discuss its results.

Lee and Grant Describe the events and life of Robert E. Lee.
Trace the events and life of Ulysses S. Grant.

Review Know a brief history of Presidents Lincoln and Davis.
Appraise the consequences of the Battle of Gettysburg.
Identify the roles of women and African Americans in the Civil War.
Review the effects of war on America.
Know details of events surrounding the siege of Vicksburg.
Know a brief history of Generals Lee and Grant.

4 WAR IN THE SOUTH
Turning of the Tide Cite the circumstances and outcome of the Battle of Chickamauga.

Know the circumstances and outcome of the Battle of Chattanooga.

Grant and Sherman Review the life of Ulysses S. Grant.
Describe the life of William Tecumseh Sherman.
Discover the relationship between the two military leaders

The Wilderness Campaign Describe brief details about the battles of the Wilderness, Spotsylvania 
Court House, and Cold Harbor.
Know the impact these battles had on the outcome of the Civil War.

Petersburg and Atlanta Describe the hardships the Union army faced on the way to Petersburg.

Recognize the Union army's march to Atlanta and the effects it had on 
S th lSouthern people.

Atlanta and Shenandoah Valley Describe the significant events in the Atlanta Campaign.
Recall the various battles that took place in the Shenandoah Valley.

Major Union Advances Know the details of Sherman's March to the Sea.
Describe Sherman's march north and the destruction of Columbia.
Identify details of the Battle of Nashville.

Being a Soldier Describe the life of a common soldier during the Civil War.

Prison Camps Know the plans put forth of Civil War prisons.
Cite examples of prison life in general.
Describe what happened at the Andersonville and Elmira prisons.

Project: Human Rights Cite examples of human rights violations in the modern world.
Identify what the United Nations and other organizations are doing to 
stop human rights violations in the world.

Lincoln's Last Months Know details of the 1864 election.
Cite efforts made to end the war and plan for reconstruction.
Recall Lincoln's second inaugural address.
Learn about a failed kidnapping attempt following the speech.
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Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
4 WAR IN THE SOUTH - cont.

Project: Leaving a Legacy Cite the legacies of presidents Bill Clinton and George W. Bush.

Review Review the battles in Grant's war of attrition.
Cite the advances made by Sherman into the Deep South.
Describe the life of a soldier.
Cite the life of a prisoner of war.
Review the final few months of Lincoln's life.

5 RECONSTRUCTION OF A NATION
Petersburg Describe the events leading up to the capture of Petersburg.

Richmond Falls Identify the turning points in the Siege of Petersburg.
Describe the fall of Richmond.

Lee Surrenders Recall the last few days of the Civil War.
Describe the eventful meeting between Lee and Grant at Appomattox 
Court House.

Triumph and Tragedy Name the conspirators in the Lincoln assassination.
Describe the details of the assassination, escape, capture, and 
punishment of the conspirators.
Evaluate Lincoln's legacy on the nation.

Reconstruction of a Nation Describe the various plans for Reconstruction.

Reconstruction Begins Know how the Reconstruction views of Radical Republicans were put 
into practice and their results.
Identify how the Reconstruction views of Democrats were put into 
practice and their results.
E l i h th ff t t R t ti t ll f il dExplain how the efforts at Reconstruction eventually failed.

Project: History of Impeachment Explain why Johnson, Nixon, and Clinton faced impeachment.
Know how each proceeding turned out.

Three New Amendments Know the amendment process.
Know the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments to the 
Constitution.
Describe the important features of each amendment.

Life After Reconstruction Recognize the impacts of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth 
Amendments on twentieth-century America.
Recognize the impacts of the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth 
Amendments on present-day America.

Project: Effects of Amendments Describe how the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments 
impacted twentieth-century America.
Demonstrate how present policies reflect the impact of these 
amendments.



Unit Lesson Title Lesson Objectives
5 RECONSTRUCTION OF A NATION - cont.

Review Describe the events leading up to the end of the Civil War.
Explain the various plans for Reconstruction and how they unfolded.
Know the three Amendments that came out of this era and the impact 
they have had to the present day.

6 THE CIVIL WAR IN REVIEW
Course Review–Part 1 Identify the cultural differences between the North and South.

Know the history of compromise over the issue of slavery.
State brief details of early Civil War battles.
Review the Emancipation Proclamation.
Demonstrate an understanding of the effects of the Battle of Gettysburg 
on the war.
Appraise the role of women and blacks during the war.

Course Review–Part 2 Name the last few battles of the Civil War.
Know conditions in POW camps during the war.
Explain details about Lincoln's assassination.
Describe details about Reconstruction.
Know the effects of the Civil War and Reconstruction amendments.
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